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ABSTRACT 
 Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) is a non-invasive tissue imaging method that measures 
shear stiffness. While MRE has many benefits, it is not currently used clinically for scanning the human 
brain, mainly because it has not been validated with independent mechanical property testing methods. 
This project focused on the creation of a brain tissue-mimicking phantom that simulates both the 
chemical composition and mechanical properties of human brain tissue. Material development 
consisted of matching the lipid composition of the brain with alternate natural materials to formulate 
hydrocolloids (based on gelatin or carrageenan) that were both soft and stable at room temperature. 
The rheology of the mixture, including extrusion (flow) behavior and mechanical properties, was 
regulated by manipulating the hydrocolloid material composition. The stiffness of developed materials 
was tested with rheometry to verify that the stiffness matched that of brain white matter. Phantom 
development started with creating a 3D printer to extrude soft materials. The printer was further 
modified to print two materials separately or in mixed ratios so that stiffness could be varied within a 
print. A phantom was printed with a low- to high-stiffness gradient using a carrageenan-based 
hydrocolloid. Presence of the gradient in the phantom was then verified successfully with MRE.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) provides a non-invasive in vivo method for researchers 
to measure tissue stiffness. Already used clinically for liver tissue stiffness measurements, researchers 
are using MRE to investigate mechanical properties of breast, prostate, skeletal muscle, and brain tissue 
[1-3]. Investigating the brain’s properties with MRE involves three steps: actuation, imaging, and 
inversion. During actuation, shear waves are propagated through the brain by either a pneumatic driver 
or intrinsic activation in the form of blood flow patterns [4]. Throughout activation, the displacement 
field response of the tissue is imaged. Finally, an inversion algorithm takes the measured data and 
generates values for the shear modulus. These values can be reconstructed to create a 3D map of brain 
stiffness, sometimes called an elastogram [3, 5-9].  
  Elastography is an attractive technology for clinical use because it is able to palpate internal 
tissues noninvasively. It has an added advantage over the established imaging methods of x-ray 
computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and ultrasound because it measures the shear 
modulus as its contrast mechanism; the shear modulus has much more magnitude of variation than the 
contrast mechanisms used in other imaging methods [1]. The shear modulus data output from MRE can 
be used to compare viscoelastic properties of different parts of the brain. Local mechanical properties of 
brain structures are determined by comparing the MRE data against predefined atlas regions [10, 11] or 
to an MRI scan of the same subject [6, 8]. Abnormalities in mechanical properties of brain structures are 
present in Alzheimer’s, Multiple Sclerosis, tumor growth, and aging [12-15]. Doctors can use MRE as a 
non-intrusive test to monitor the brain’s changing structure for patients. 
Previously, mechanical properties of soft brain tissue had to be measured with either invasive 
techniques or ex-vivo techniques such as rheometry.  Rheometry and MRE both measure shear stiffness, 
so rheometry can be used to validate the MRE inversion algorithms. However, rheometry occurs ex vivo 
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and MRE occurs in vivo, so it is difficult to make direct comparisons between the two methods with 
biological tissue that changes structure when removed from the body. A standardized brain phantom 
material would allow MRE measurements to be verified directly, ensuring that the imaging data is being 
reconstructed properly. 
Beyond comparing MRE to rheology, a duplicable brain phantom would standardize mechanical 
testing protocols across different research studies. Use of a phantom rather than tissue samples can 
help ensure that novel devices are giving reproducible results. The use of a brain phantom for training 
technicians new to MRE protocol eliminates the need for simulation patients. Outside of imaging, 
neurosurgeons will benefit from having a brain phantom that has the correct “feel” of a brain in-vivo. 
Before treating patients, they will be able to practice procedures on a phantom and increase both their 
skill and confidence levels. 
Functional brain-like tissue has been created in vitro in three dimensional structures. The 
researchers created modular protein-based silk scaffold matrices combining both a stiff superstructure 
and a soft gel. These scaffolds were designed to mimic structure, components, and stiffness of brain 
cortical tissue. Layers of these silk scaffolds were arranged in concentric circles with a jigsaw puzzle-like 
cutting method into a 3D structure mimicking cortical tissue. They were able to use this structure to 
promote aligned neuronal tissue growth [16].  
Using a 3D printer designed specifically to extrude soft materials will allow for reconstruction of 
areas of different stiffness in the brain. Currently, soft material printers are used in the fields of culinary 
arts and biology. In culinary arts, soft material printers have been designed to extrude foods including 
chocolate, sugar pastes, and even pizza (including the dough, sauce and cheese) [17]. These applications 
all involve loading the desired food into a syringe and extruding a single material at a time. In the field of 
biology, soft material printers have been used to print cells, extracellular matrices, blood vessels, 
hydrogels, and more [18].  
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The research presented here seeks to take soft material printing a step further, and introduce 
pre-extrusion material mixing. Mixing two materials with different mechanical properties at different 
ratios introduces the ability to vary stiffness within a single object. For example, this could apply to the 
food industry for creating food with varied textures and mouth feels in a single item, or in biological 
applications for creating matrices with varying stiffness to induce different cell mechanics. 
In this project, three goals were met. First, a brain-tissue mimicking material was formulated to 
emulate brain tissue in composition and structure. Secondly, a 3D printer was designed to print the 
tissue-mimicking material at multiple stiffnesses. Thirdly, a phantom was designed and printed to 
demonstrate the ability to print a gradient of varying stiffness out of only two materials. Results for the 
tissue-mimicking material and phantom were verified with rheometry and MRE. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Several requirements were established for the creation of a suitable phantom material. 
Composition of the phantom material needed to roughly match that of the brain. The shear stiffness, as 
measured by rheometry, would need to match the in vivo brain stiffness as measured by MRE. The 
material would need to be structurally stable at very low stiffness, so that it would maintain its structure 
when eventually 3D printed. Finally, the material’s gel temperature would need to be low enough to 
remain a viscous fluid when heated, but much higher than room temperature so that it would gel upon 
extrusion. The ideal material would have the combination of being most structurally stable at room 
temperature while possessing a low stiffness. 
Brain Composition 
The brain grey matter, white matter, and myelin compositions for a 55-year-old human male is 
reported in Table 2.1. The phantom material components were based off of the values for white matter 
that are highlighted there. Water is the main component of white matter, comprising 75.2% of the total 
weight. Lipids make up 16.02% of the total weight, and non-lipid residues make up the remaining 8.78% 
[19]. 
Brain Mechanical Properties 
Considering that MRE is a recently developed field, limited data for in vivo properties of the 
brain exists. Results of prior research using different mechanical testing methods augment what has 
been learned through MRE. Measurements taken by MRE can be validated through comparison to the 
results of this prior research. Many previous studies provide insight into the mechanical behavior of the 
brain ex vivo but they have not yet been confirmed by MRE to represent in vivo properties. 
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Predecessors to MRE include atomic force microscopy (AMF), indentation, optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) indentation, stress relaxation, compression tests, and rotational rheometry. Recent 
results for non-shear brain mechanical property testing are summarized in Table 2.2. A summary of 
shear (MRE and rheometry) brain tissue mechanical properties are provided in Table 2.3. 
Inconsistencies between results in brain mechanical testing may be due to differences in the 
testing protocol used for each study [20]. A chief difference in testing protocols of biological tissue is 
whether the experiment was performed in vivo, in situ or ex vivo. Some tests, including indentation, can 
be performed both in vivo and ex vivo, allowing for direct comparisons between conditions. Tests 
performed by Prevost et al. [21] on the superior cortex of porcine brains sought to observe these 
differences and found the indentation response to be stiffer ex vivo than in vivo or in situ.  
  During ex vivo experiments, the time post-mortem at which tissue samples are tested can play a 
major role in their properties. Post-mortem conditions like autolytic processes, rigor mortis, and osmotic 
swelling can deteriorate the mechanical properties of a tissue sample [22]. Results from Prevost et al. 
[21] describe that tissue in porcine brains experiences physical consolidation post-mortem due to 
cerebrospinal fluid drainage and collapse of vasculature. The amount of consolidation was small 
compared to the whole brain size, and deemed negligible for tests occurring at a short time post-
mortem.  
Using MRE allows for direct comparison of in vivo properties to in ex vivo post-mortem 
properties. Rat brain tissue was tested with MRE just before and after death, as well as 24 hours later. 
No difference in shear storage or loss moduli was observed until 24 hours post-mortem, at which time 
the stiffness decreased by 50 percent [23]. Other researchers have observed an effect of these changes 
in tissue starting between 6 and 15 hours post-mortem, at which time significant stiffening (27 Pa/h) of 
the shear modulus occurs [24, 25]. It has been recommended that measurements of brain mechanical 
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properties take place within 6 hours to decrease the effect of tissue degradation and increase 
reproducibility [22, 26].  
Not all research has agreed that tissue degrades quickly post-mortem. Others have found tissue 
post-mortem time to be inconsequential, with no significant changes in porcine brain tissue mechanical 
properties 7 days post-mortem [27].  Bovine brain tissues tested between 3-16 days post-mortem 
agreed with literature on brains tested within 24 hours post-mortem [28].  
Temperature plays a role in measurements of the brain’s properties. While in vivo tests occur at 
body temperature, ex vivo tissue samples are often cooled to or below room temperature. When 
compared to samples stored at room temperature, porcine brain tissue samples were found to 
dramatically increase in stiffness when stored at ice cold temperature, and dramatically decrease in 
stiffness when stored at body temperature [19, 20]. Additionally, the brain’s mechanical response is 
influenced by alterations in measurement frequency. With rheological measurements, shear stiffness 
increases with frequency [29]. 
While many mechanical testing protocols output different parameters, MRE and rheometry 
both report the shear storage and loss moduli. While results of MRE and rheology cannot be directly 
compared for brain tissue properties-- because of tissue decay post-mortem and differences in 
temperature and pressure in- and ex-vivo-- a realistic brain tissue phantom would allow for the direct 
comparisons to occur since testing conditions can be carefully controlled without any sample decay. 
Rheology 
 Rheology studies the relationships between stress and strain for a material and can be classified 
as small- or large-deformation. Small-deformation rheology is relevant when studying the 
microstructure of a material that mimics brain tissue. This type of rheology measures shear stiffness 
parameters such as the storage modulus (G’), which describes a material’s elastic response, and the loss 
modulus (G’’), which describes the same material’s viscous response. These moduli are calculated 
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assuming that a sinusoidal strain input produces a sinusoidal stress output, i.e. the strain remains in the 
linear viscoelastic region [30]. 
 Hydrocolloids are systems wherein the colloid particles are hydrophilic polymers dispersed in 
water. The manipulation of the composition and formulation of hydrocolloids changes the rheology of 
the mixture, including extrusion (flow) behavior and mechanical properties. Structure and rheometry for 
a stabilized colloidal dispersion, weakly flocculated dispersion, and hydrocolloid gel are shown in Figure 
2.1 [31].  It is expected that the phantom material will be a weak hydrocolloid gel and exhibit rheological 
properties of the gel pictured. The storage modulus will dominate the loss modulus, and both will be 
unaffected by change in frequency until high frequencies are reached. 
 
2.2 EVOLUTION OF MATERIAL  
Lipid emulsion-based hydrocolloids were chosen to mimic both the brain’s high lipid and water 
content. Specifically, focus was put on matching the white matter composition of the brain with natural 
materials. The phantom material likewise needed to match the stiffness of brain tissue white matter. In 
the brain, the storage modulus G’ is dominant compared to the loss modulus G’’. For this reason, 
optimization of the material focused on matching the storage modulus of the brain. Multiple materials 
were made with different compositions in the attempt to create a suitable composition- and stiffness-
mimicking phantom. Emphasis was put on three hydrocolloid gels (named Materials A, B, and C) that 
were essential to the evolution of the phantom material. Two gelling agents were used: gelatin, which is 
produced by hydrolysis of proteins of bovine and fish origins, and carrageenan, which is extracted from 
algae.  
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Gelatin-Based Material 
Design 
A lipid emulsion was chosen to mimic the high lipid content of the brain. Components of the 
lipid phase included soybean oil, palm stearin, and soy lecithin. Soybean oil contains many of the same 
polyunsaturated lipids as the brain. Palm stearin, a triglyceride obtained from the solid fat portion of 
palm oil, was used to replace the cholesterol component of the brain because it has a lower melting 
point. The melting point of cholesterol would degrade other components in the formulation. Soybean 
lecithin was used as an emulsifier, in order to lower the surface tension between the water and lipid 
phases.  
The water phase consisted of ultrapure water, gelatin, sodium benzoate, potassium sorbate, and 
in some cases, cellulose fiber. Gelatin is a cold-setting hydrocolloid gel that correlates to the non-lipid 
residues (protein) in the brain. It forms a series of enthalpically-stabilized inter-chain helices that 
combine into a network bound by weak hydrogen bonds [32]. Sodium benzoate and potassium sorbate 
were added in small amounts for antifungal and antimicrobial functions. Percentages by weight of each 
component in the mixture are expressed in Table 2.4 for the two gelatin-based materials. 
Methods 
 To begin with, the lipid phase (comprised of soybean oil, palm stearin and lecithin) was 
prepared. Next, the water phase was prepared using the remaining ingredients (ultrapure water, gelatin, 
sodium benzoate, and potassium sorbate). Fiber was added to the water phase when needed (only for 
Material B).  Finally, the water phase was added to the lipid phase for emulsification. The emulsion was 
mixed vigorously with a saw tooth blade and heated to 60 C.  
Molds were based on those used by Marangoni in lipid rheology [31].  Layers of acrylic and 
Parafilm sandwiched a 1 mm thick aluminum sheet as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Holes of 25 mm diameter 
were made in the aluminum using a water jet. The layers were held together with bolts in the perimeter. 
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This design allowed for easy removal of the molded samples without causing added stress to the 
samples, as the top layers and aluminum mold layer could be lifted away from the bottom layers to 
provide easy access to the samples. 
Molds were prepared with the three bottom-most layers of acrylic, Parafilm, and aluminum in 
place. A syringe was used to fill each mold with the correct volume of material. The top layers of 
Parafilm and acrylic were then replaced and the filled mold was stored at 18 C until samples were 
removed for testing. Testing for all samples was completed within 24 hours of mold time.  
Rheometry was used to test whether the storage modulus of each material was in a relevant 
range, aiming to be between 2 and 6 kPa to match that of brain white matter. Samples were tested 
using an Ares-G2 rheometer (Texas Instruments) with a 25 mm diameter parallel plate disk sample 
holder operating in an oscillatory-torsional mode. A bottom Peltier plate kept the sample cooled to 18 C 
during testing. Both the bottom Peltier plate and the geometry surfaces were covered with sandpaper 
to hold the sample in place. A solvent trap was placed around the geometry and over the sample to 
prevent water loss during testing. Samples were tested with a 1 mm gap length between the bottom 
Peltier plate and geometry. 
Samples from Material A were tested first. A strain sweep at 10 Hz from 0.01 to 1.0% strain 
showed that 0.1% strain was in the linear region and adequate for use in the frequency sweep tests 
(Figure 2.3). A frequency sweep was performed on each sample at 0.1% strain from 0.1 to 100 Hz. It was 
important to span this range, as most MRE tests occur between 50-80 Hz as seen in Table 2.3.  
Samples from Material B were also tested in the same manner as above with an added stress 
relaxation step for 1200 seconds to condition the samples and lower the normal force. Material B 
samples were not perfectly uniform in thickness due to some flocking occurring in the fibers, so stress 
relaxation alleviated the inconsistencies. A strain sweep at 10 Hz (Figure 2.4) again showed 0.1% strain 
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adequately in the linear region for the frequency sweep tests. The Material B samples were then tested 
with a frequency sweep from 0.1 to 100 Hz. 
Results & Discussions 
At 60 Hz, Material A had a value of approximately 3.3 kPa for G’. Material B was much more 
stiff, with a G’ value of 6.3 kPa.  As predicted, the rheometry profiles for the frequency sweeps for 
Materials A and B (shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6) matched that of the gel profile from literature. 
The gelatin-based materials were in close range with the relevant brain data and sufficiently 
matched the lipid composition of the brain. However, the gel time for an extruded sample of Material A 
at 5 C was almost 40 seconds, which is too long to be useful in a 3D printer setup when each extruded 
layer needs to maintain its form immediately when deposited. Material B had a stiffer gel structure, but 
maintained the same long gel time. 
Carrageenan-Based Material 
Material Design 
Next, alternatives to the gelatin-based hydrocolloids A and B were investigated. Iota-
carrageenan, an anionic polysaccharide derived from the red algae Rhodophyceae, was chosen to 
replace gelatin [33, 34]. Iota-carrageenan forms a viscous hydrocolloid gel at 0.5-3% concentration by 
weight when dispersed in water. When dispersed in conjunction with calcium chloride, carrageenan is 
able to form a three dimensional network gel by forming cation-mediated crosslinks. Cations like 
calcium chloride attract carrageenan’s negatively charged polysaccharides to form the crosslinks [32]. 
The cross-linked network is resistant to water flow and creates a viscoelastic structure characterized by 
G’ being larger than G’’.   
Iota-carrageenan has a much higher melting temperature than gelatin due to differences in 
junction zone bonding. Carrageenan gels are characterized by strong calcium bridges compared to the 
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relatively weak hydrogen bonds of gelatin. Accordingly, a carrageenan-based emulsion would gel at 
much higher temperatures than the gelatin. The revised material is summarized in Table 2.5. 
Methods 
The carrageenan-based material (Material C) was also prepared in two phases, as described in 
the gelatin-based material formulation. The resulting water-lipid emulsion was mixed vigorously with 
the laboratory mixer and heated to 85 C. 
Material C proved difficult to mold because it gelled quickly at room temperature.  Frequent 
deformations, including air pockets and cracking, occurred when the top acrylic layer was put in place. 
The molds were altered for the carrageenan samples to make loading easier by drilling two small holes 
in the top acrylic layer above each mold, as shown in Figure 2.7. The layers were assembled completely 
before filling each mold with a syringe.  In each sample mold, one of the holes was used for loading the 
sample while air was able to escape through the other hole. This technique was successful in alleviating 
both the air bubbles and the cracking in the samples. 
Material C was tested with the previously described protocol including a strain sweep (Figure 
2.8), stress relaxation step, and frequency sweep tests, deviating from the previous protocol only in 
temperature. The bottom Peltier plate held the sample at 25 C for all tests because the carrageenan-
based emulsion is stable at room temperature. 
Results & Discussion 
Results from the frequency sweep (Figure 2.9) showed that at 60 Hz, Material C had a G’ value 
of approximately 2.5 kPa.  This falls within the relevant range for brain tissue (2-6 kPa). Furthermore, the 
stiffness of the material could be increased to make the full range of brain stiffness by increasing 
carrageenan and/or calcium chloride in the mixture. The high gel temperature experienced with the 
Material C samples shows that even at the bottom end of the relevant stiffness range, Material C is a 
stable structure at room temperature, suitable for extrusion and 3D printing.
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2.3 FIGURES AND TABLES 
Table 2.1: Lipid composition of human brain tissue for 55-year-old male, as investigated by O'Brien et al [19]. Values are 
expressed as percentage of dry weight, with water making of 82.3% and 75.2% of grey matter and white matter, 
respectively. 
 
 
  
Grey Matter White Matter Myelin
Total Lipid 39.6 64.6 78.8
Nonlipid Residue 60.4 35.4 22.0
Glycerophosphatides 21.1 21.5 24.8
Sphingolipids 5.5 21.5 24.5
Unidentified 5.8 6.5 9.0
Cholesterol 7.2 15.1 19.7
Sphingomyelin 1.9 5.2 4.4
Cerebroside 2.3 12.5 16.0
Cerebroside sulfate 0.8 3.0 3.4
Ceramide 0.5 0.8 0.7
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Table 2.2: Summary of recent results in non-shear brain tissue mechanical testing [35-39]. 
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Table 2.3: Summary of recent test results for MRE and rheometry [6-11, 29, 40-42]. 
Properties: G’ (storage modulus), G’’ (loss modulus), G* (complex modulus), k (stiffness) 
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 Figure 2.1: Expected rheology and microstructure of a stabilized dispersion (left), a weakly flocculated dispersion (center), 
and a hydrocolloidal gel (right) [31]. 
 
 
 
Table 2.4: Compositions of Materials A and B by mass percentage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mat A Mat B
Water 79 78
Gelatin 4 4
Soybean lecithin 5 5
Palm stearin 3 3.9
Soybean oil 8.9 6
Sodium benzoate 0.05 0.05
Potassium sorbate 0.05 0.05
Cellulose Fiber 3
Total 100 100
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the five layer mold. From bottom to top: acrylic sheet, Parafilm, aluminum mold, Parafilm, and 
acrylic sheet. 
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Figure 2.3: Shear moduli for Material A (strain sweep at 10 Hz). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Shear moduli for Material B (strain sweep at 10 Hz). 
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Figure 2.5: Shear moduli for Material A (frequency sweep at 0.1% strain). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Shear moduli for Material B (frequency sweep at 0.1% strain). 
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Table 2.5: Composition of Material C by mass percentage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Top view of modified molds with loading holes for syringe on the left and air escape holes on the right. 
 
 
  
Mat C
Water 79
Carrageenan 4
Calcium Chloride 5
Soybean lecithin 3
Palm stearin 8.9
Soybean oil 0.05
Sodium benzoate 0.05
Potassium sorbate
Total 100
 19 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Shear moduli for Material C (strain sweep at 10 Hz). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Shear moduli for Material C (frequency sweep at 0.1% strain).  
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CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN OF 3D PRINTER 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Several features were mandatory for designing a 3D Printer to print the soft material phantom. 
Most importantly, it would need to have an extrusion mechanism that could precisely deposit the soft 
material. Temperature control would be required to keep the material above its gel point before being 
extruded. Additionally, to create the stiffness gradients, the printer would need the ability to mix gels 
with different properties. The firmware and software would require algorithms to properly control the 
extrusion mechanism and mixing ratios.  
Keeping these requirements in mind, two iterations were designed; the first design had a single 
print head and proved that printing a material as soft as brain tissue was possible, while the second 
design incorporated mixing ratios of two materials while printing to create a stiffness gradient. Materials 
D and E, summarized in Table 3.1, were derived from the water phase of Material C and used for all 3D 
printing tests. 
 
3.2 SINGLE-MATERIAL PRINTER 
Hardware 
The printer was built by altering a Solidoodle 3 model 3D printer. This printer was chosen for its 
accessible electronics and open-source software. It was decided to alter a pre-existing printer to take 
advantage of the existing Cartesian movement. With X/Y/Z axis movement in place, focus could be put 
on building the extrusion mechanism. An ABS plastic extruder moved in the X/Y (horizontal) plane and 
the build platform moved in the Z plane (vertical). The Solidoodle 3 featured a build platform of 
approximately 51.7 cm2, large enough to eventually print a full brain phantom. The plastic extrusion 
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mechanism was removed from the print carriage, but the structure, motors and endstops for Cartesian 
movement were left in place. 
 A syringe pump was decided to be the most effective way to meter and extrude the soft 
materials. Figure 3.1 shows the syringe-pump designed for the single-material printer. The syringe pump 
was created by transforming the rotational motion of a bipolar stepper motor into linear motion that 
would move the syringe plunger up and down. The stepper motor was coupled to a threaded rod to 
create the rotational driver. A fixed nut that traveled the threaded rod was connected to the syringe 
plunger via an acrylic piece. The acrylic piece was constrained to linear motion in the vertical direction 
through two linear bearings that traveled smooth rods. The syringe pump and housing were designed 
using Inkscape and laser cut in 6 mm acrylic.  
A 10 mL gastight glass syringe was chosen for the pump so that it could withstand and transfer 
heat. A multi-layer custom heating sleeve was created for the syringe using 28 gauge nickel chromium 
resistive wire. The innermost layer of the sleeve was an aluminum tube used to distribute heat along the 
syringe. The outside of the aluminum tube was wrapped with Kapton tape for insulation. Subsequently, 
nichrome wire was wrapped in a coil around the tube, which was then wrapped in another layer of 
aluminum sandwiched between layers of Kapton. The heated syringe and pump assembly were 
mounted on the print head carriage so that material would be directly extruded onto the build platform 
as the carriage moved through the X and Y planes. 
A normally-closed magnetic reed switch was mounted on the syringe pump housing. A magnet 
was mounted on the plunger, so that when the syringe volume was getting low, the magnet would open 
the switch as the plunger passed by. When the switch opened a command would be sent to pause the 
print and refill the syringe.  
The path of material from mixing to extrusion is pictured in Figure 3.2. After preparation, the 
material sat in a beaker on a stirring hot plate, which was temperature controlled to keep the material 
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at 85 C, well above its gel temperature. A short length of ¼ in tubing connected the beaker to a dual 
check valve that flowed into the syringe. During retraction, the material flowed through the first valve of 
the dual check valve into the syringe. When the syringe switched to extrusion, the check valve 
prevented backflow and the material then flowed through the second valve into the extruding needle 
and onto the build platform. A photograph of the printer setup is included as Figure 3.3. 
The Arduino-based Printrboard was used to control printer movement. The Printrboard, an 
open-source PCB designed specifically for Cartesian 3D printers, contained an Atmel AT90USB1286 as 
the on-board microcontroller. The Printrboard integrated stepper drivers and endstop circuitry for the 
X/Y/Z axis, a stepper driver for the extruder motor, and circuitry for printbed, extruder heaters, and 
thermistors. Minor alterations were made to the board including adding additional circuitry for the reed 
switch and changing the current output to use the syringe pump.  
Software 
The 3D models were processed into commands for the printer by a series of programs. First, a 
3D model was designed using CAD software and saved as a Stereolithography/Standard Tesselation 
Language (STL) file. An STL file defines surfaces from the model as a series of triangles constrained by 
their vertices. The STL file was then imported into a program called Slic3r, which processes the STL file 
according to printer specifications and outputs a set of G-code. G-code breaks up the model into a series 
of pathways defined by their start and end X/Y/Z coordinates, the amount of material to be extruded 
during the move, and the feed rate of extrusion. A user interface, Repetier Host, was used to send the G-
code to the printer’s on-board buffer. From there, the firmware processed the buffered G-code 
commands into final movement instructions including acceleration, maximum velocity, and deceleration 
times for all the motors. Additionally, the G-code and firmware processed the commands for retraction 
and monitored temperature. 
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Because Slic3r was designed for processing files into instructions for printing plastic filament, 
alterations had to be made in order to print with the syringe pump. Specifically, alterations had to 
account for replacing the nozzle with a wider 16-gauge needle. Slic3r cuts a material based on specified 
layer height as well as diameter of the material being laid down. Because the rate of extrusion 
compared to distance depends on the speed the carriage is traveling, some play is involved and can be 
accounted for experimentally by adjusting an extrusion multiplier. For example, if the calculated layer 
height diameter underestimated the amount of material being laid down due to reduced print speed, 
the extrusion multiplier would be set to decrease the amount of material by the extra percent being 
extruded.  
The firmware used was based on the open-source Marlin firmware. The Marlin firmware 
consists of a series of files that together process G-code and execute the commands in the printer. 
Marlin firmware runs as follows: the main loop in Marlin reads a command from the buffer, calculates 
the acceleration and velocity for the movement signals for each command, executes the command 
according to the calculations, and then adds another command to the buffer. Meanwhile, temperature 
is continuously monitored to make sure the heaters stay in their specified range and endstops are 
checked to make sure a miscalibrated print does not occur. Major alterations to the Marlin firmware 
included changing the configuration to fit the specifications of the new motor, syringe pump, and 
heating element, adding pin definitions for the magnetic reed switch, and attaching an interrupt service 
routine to the reed switch pins.  
An interrupt service routine was attached (ISR) to the magnetic reed switch in order to tell the 
printer when the syringe needed to retract. As mentioned previously, the magnetic reed switch was 
normally closed. When the magnet passed by, the switch opened, the signal was relayed to the 
microcontroller and the ISR was called. The ISR then set a flag that notified the main loop that it was 
time to retract. Meanwhile, a timer is set to prevent the ISR from being called again until after the 
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syringe retracted. After the main loop finished carrying out the current command, it read the flag and 
added a command to the buffer to retract (and refill) the syringe. 
Results and Discussion 
The first printer iteration was proof-of-concept that printing with the soft material was possible. 
The printer was able to effectively define and meter extrusion paths to create desired shapes, like the 
Illinois “I” shown in Figure 3.4. It also demonstrated that soft material like Material D was stable enough 
to build up layer-by-layer in three dimensions. After initial success printing in one material, the next goal 
was to alter the printer to include gradient printing capability. 
 
3.3 MULTI-MATERIAL GRADIENT PRINTER 
The second design for the printer focused on creating a method to print stiffness gradients with 
the soft material. The challenge in this process was to devise a method to mix a high- and a low-stiffness 
material at the print head so that gradients could be printed continuously with only two materials. 
Hardware 
 The previous syringe pump design was optimized to minimize the forces on the stepper motor 
while extruding and retracting. The smooth rods and linear bearings were moved to the other side of 
the motor from the syringe to balance out the load. Two syringe pumps (Figure 3.5) were built with this 
design. Each of the two pumps reloaded and extruded through a dual check valve similar to the previous 
design. The valves each output to a length of ⅛ in tubing led to the print carriage. Each length of tubing 
connected to an additional check valve for backflow prevention and then to a Y-connector at 45 
degrees.  The two arms of the Y-connector joined to an in-line static mixer with 12 elements. Each 
element of the static mixer was designed to split flow and alternate direction with the previous element, 
inducing a turbulent flow to ensure complete mixing of the two inputs. The static mixer output to a 16 
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gauge needle for extrusion to the print surface. A schematic of the multi-material extrusion mechanism 
is seen in Figure 3.6, and a photograph of the full printer set-up is shown in Figure 3.7. 
 Similarly to the previous design, both syringes were heated with nichrome wire and used 
thermistors for temperature monitoring. For the second design, magnetic switches were not included in 
the structure and instead retraction was designated by software. 
An additional PCB was needed to power and control the additional stepper, heating element, 
and thermistor. For this purpose, an Extrudrboard was chosen for its compatibility with the Printrboard. 
The open-source Extrudrboard plugged in to additional headers added to the Printrboard and was 
controlled by the same microprocessor. An ATX power source was added to provide power for the 
additional components. 
Software 
While STL files are unable to account for gradients in 3D printing, the recently developed 
additive manufacturing file (AFM) format is able to combine the structure with gradient information. An 
AFM file was created in Slic3r by combining multiple STL files with the same origin, with each file 
designating a different material in the gradient. Slic3r pre assigned a gradient number to each STL file, 
and then combined the STL files into a single AFM.  
A custom post-processing script was written to translate the G-code into relevant instructions 
for the printer. The script converted the extrusion amount in the G-code from a single syringe and 
assigned it a mixing ratio based on the command’s assigned gradient number. Using the single extrusion 
amount and the mixing ratio, the script calculated new values for extrusion for the two syringes in the 
redesigned printer. Upon switching from one ratio to the next, the script added in commands for the 
print head to travel to the perimeter, extrude the excess material still in the mixer from the previous mix 
ratio, reload the syringe pumps with the new mix ratio, and travel back to the previous location before 
continuing. Finally, because 5 mL syringes were used, the script calculated when refills would be needed 
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and added in commands at appropriate points to pause the print and refill both syringes before 
continuing. 
Results and Discussion 
The multi-material gradient printer is used in Chapter 4 to print a brain phantom with a gradient 
stiffness inclusion. 
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3.4 FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
 
Table 3.1: Composition of Materials D and E by mass percentage. 
 
 
 
        
Figure 3.1: Front (left) and side (right) views of single material syringe pump extruder mounted on the print carriage. 
 
 
  
Mat D Mat E
Water 96 93.33
Carrageenan 3 5
Calcium Chloride 1 1.67
Total 100 100
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 Figure 3.2: Schematic of single material extrusion printer set-up. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Photo of single material extrusion printer set-up.  
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 Figure 3.4: Overhead photo of printer during single material extrusion test print of an Illinois “I”. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Double syringe pump setup for printing stiffness gradients. Syringe pumps were moved away from the print head 
and now rest horizontally over the printer. 
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 Figure 3.6: Schematic of multiple material gradient printer set-up. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Photo of multiple material gradient printer set-up. 
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CHAPTER 4 
PHANTOM IMPLEMENTATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
There have been many phantoms used in research that simulate the structure and mechanical 
properties of soft tissues for imaging, elastography, and surgery simulation. Researchers have worked to 
quantify liver viscoelasticity and create a computational surgery model of the liver based on results from 
rheology and elastography [43].  Other researchers created a phantom to simulate PET/SPECT imaging 
of cerebral flow in the brain. The phantom was created from an MRI image and used a hydrophobic 
photo-curable polymer for the structure. The polymer structure contained a radioactive solution to 
simulate grey matter, a solution of K2HPO4 to simulate the skull, and an air pocket to simulate the 
trachea [44]. Some researchers have created anisotropic phantoms to investigate rheometry and MRE 
[45]. Others have focused on building anisotropic heart phantoms to increase realism in ultrasound 
elastography [46]. Further research has directed to quantify anisotropy in white matter of the brain in 
order to create a suitable phantom material for mechanical and elastography testing [47]. Researchers 
who have created oil-in-gelatin tissue mimicking phantoms have demonstrated their use for ultrasound 
elastography but lament shortcoming in their use for MRE [48]. 
 Phantoms are often used in MRE to help verify the technique and inversion algorithms. 
Phantoms that mimic different inclusions or stiffness gradients can help determine the sensitivity of 
MRE to different medical conditions. Researchers have had previous success imaging soft inclusions [1]. 
Inclusions imaged in this manner are usually discrete blocks of material that are placed in a mold which 
is then filled with a separate background material. The multi-material gradient printer described in 
Chapter 3 takes phantom design a step past discrete inclusions and is able to print gradients and 
mixtures of different materials to create a more realistic phantom. 
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4.2 PHANTOM DESIGN 
 A phantom was designed to demonstrate the printer’s ability to create and print a variety of 
stiffnesses in a single phantom. A series of five STL files were created, each consisting of a 20x110x30 
mm3 block offset from the next by 20 mm in the x direction. These STL files were each assigned a 
gradient number and then combined to create a 100x110x30mm3 block multi-material AMF file (Figure 
4.1). The AMF file was processed into G-code as previously described, using the mixing ratios outlined in 
Table 4.1.  
 
4.3 METHODS 
Phantom Fabrication 
 The printer was loaded with Material D and Material E each feeding into one of the syringe 
pumps. For visualization of mixing during the print, the stiffer Material E was dyed with red food 
coloring, and the softer Material D with yellow (Figure 4.2). Both materials were stirred at 80 C for the 
duration of the print. When the print was complete, the surrounding edges were filled with excess 
material to create a total volume of 750 mL in the container (Figure 4.3). 
Two additional phantoms were created for comparison. A 750 mL sample of Material E was 
created to compare how the 3D printing affected material properties. A 750 mL sample phantom of 
Material C was created to compare our earlier rheometry results with bulk results from MRE. 
MRE Testing 
The three phantoms were each tested on a Siemens 3T MRI scanner using a Resoundant liver 
pad underneath the sample to induce shear waves. Images were obtained for 2mm thick slices. The 
resulting data was then run through an inversion algorithm to obtain results for the shear modulus, 
dominated by G’. 
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4.4 RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 The Material C phantom exhibited values for G’ in the range of 2.5 to 3.5 kPa as seen in Figure 
4.4. The material was not entirely homogenous as measured by MRE. Nevertheless, the G’ values are in 
range with values obtained from rheometry in Chapter II. Future research could involve altering Material 
C stiffness by increasing or decreasing the percentages of carrageenan and calcium ions the sample, and 
then once again comparing values for sample properties obtained by rheometry with bulk values 
obtained by MRE. 
 The Material E phantom exhibited high values for G’, mostly in the range of 5 kPa to 7.5 kPa, but 
reached values as high as 13 kPa in some voxels (Figure 4.5). The gradient phantom reached a maximum 
of only 1.8 kPa, even though it was partially composed of Material E. One possible explanation for the 
decrease in stiffness for the gradient phantom is the prolonged heating time that occurs during 3D 
printing, which can decrease the gel strength [32]. Another theory is that the carrageenan gel networks 
are interrupted during the turbulent static mixing that the material goes through immediately before 
deposition on the printbed. Additionally, for the gradient phantom, only small volumes of material are 
extruded onto an already cooled mass, reducing the opportunity for each extruded volume to crosslink 
with the surroundings. 
 The method for 3D printing a brain phantom material into a gradient of varying stiffness was 
successful. In Figure 4.6, it is clear that for the upper half of slices, the material is stiffer on the right, and 
decreases to softer on the left. This stiffness pattern follows the printed gradient pattern. One major 
flaw in the gradient phantom is the many air bubbles present, visible in theT2 image.  More work is to be 
done in the future to perfect the printing process and ensure smooth even layers are extruded. This will 
help with both reducing air bubbles, and increasing the distinction between different stiffnesses 
produced by the printer. 
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4.5 FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
 
    
Figure 4.1: Schematic of multi-material phantom AMF file with designated gradient numbers (left) and illustration of the 
resulting G-code (right). 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.1: Chart designating percentages of each material assigned to each gradient number. While five materials are shown 
here, the processing script can handle any preferred number of ratios. 
 
 
  
Gradient Number Percent Mat D Percent Mat E
1 100 0
2 75 25
3 50 50
4 25 75
5 0 100
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 Figure 4.2: Photos of phantom during print. Red shows the stiffer Material E and yellow shows the softer Material D.
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 Figure 4.3: Photo of phantom with sides filled in. 
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 Figure 4.4: MRI map of T2 (top) and MRI map of G’ (bottom) for Material C phantom. 
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Figure 4.5: MRI map of T2 (top) and MRI map of G’ (bottom) for Material E phantom. 
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Figure 4.6: MRI map of T2 (top) and MRI map of G’ (bottom) for gradient phantom. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
The objective of this project was to create a material and device to print a brain tissue-
mimicking phantom for Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE). A lipid-emulsion hydrocolloid gel was 
formulated to match the lipid content of the brain. Carageenan provided structure to the emulsion, and 
varying the concentration of carrageenan provided the ability to vary the stiffness of the gel within the 
range required to match that of the brain. Rheological testing verified that the stiffness of the lipid-
emulsion gel matched values for brain tissue. A 3D printer was designed specifically to print this material 
into a 3D phantom with varying stiffness. A set of two syringe pumps on this printer metered the ratio of 
a stiffer and softer carrageenan-based gel to create the varying stiffness while printing. A phantom with 
a low-to-high stiffness gradient was designed, processed, and then printed. Finally, MRE testing showed 
that the resulting phantom had been successfully printed to include the stiffness gradient. 
Many challenges were overcome in both material design and 3D printing. Creating a material as 
soft as the brain while still structurally sound enough to be 3D printed proved to be difficult. The 
hydrocolloid gels based on gelatin had very low gel temperatures, and did not gel quickly enough after 
extrusion to be viable options for 3D printing. When stiffer elements such as fiber were added, the gel 
became much stiffer, but still did not gel quickly enough. This problem was solved by replacing the 
gelatin with carrageenan, which still was soft enough to match the brain’s mechanical properties, but 
also gelled extremely rapidly at room temperature. The carrageenan-based gels were more ideal for 3D 
printing, but were difficult to mold into uniform discs for rheometry. The mold was altered as previously 
described so that a new loading technique could be used, and the problem was alleviated. 
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There were three main challenges for designing the 3D printer. First, the printer needed to be 
able to receive and follow directions for two syringe pumps simultaneously. Current 3D printers are able 
to print multiple materials, but usually only one at a time. By adding another axis into the firmware 
commands and processing, an additional syringe pump was able to be controlled. A post processing 
script was added to convert regular G-code into instructions suitable for the newly designed firmware. 
The post-processing script also addressed the second challenge; the syringes had a limited volume that 
needed to be refilled during the print. Initially, a magnetic reed switch was set up to be triggered when a 
syringe needed to be refilled. A more efficient solution was found by using the post-processing script to 
count the amount of material extruded per command, and then insert a new command whenever the 
syringes needed to be refilled. The final challenge in the printer design was finding a way to mix the two 
viscous materials at the print head, and also to be able to change the amount mixed based on location. 
An in-line static mixer was used just before extrusion to mix the two materials in different ratios. When 
a different ratio was needed, the mixer moved away from the print area, extruded the remaining 
material from the old mix, and reloaded the mixer and needle with the new ratio mix. 
Future work will be focused on both material design and evolution of the printing. More 
rheometry needs to be conducted to fully characterize Material C. Additional samples will be prepared 
and tested with varied concentrations of carrageenan and calcium chloride in order to cover a wide 
range of mechanical properties. Software will be developed to more efficiently define print paths, 
mixing ratio patterns, and extrusion rates so that future phantoms will have more clearly defined 
boundaries between different stiffness gradients, or more continuous gradients if desired. Addition of a 
pressure valve at the print head will help eliminate oozing that occurs during retraction due to a 
pressure drop. Ultimately, upon optimization of the printing elements, the phantom will be printed so as 
to mimic detailed brain anatomy and tissue heterogeneity.   
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Appendix 
Components Lists 
Table A.1 Material Components 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table A.2: Single-Material Printer Components 
 
Component Model Supplier Quantity
Solidoodle 3 Printer Solidoodle 3 Solidoodle 1
Gastight Syringe 5cc Hamilton 1
Luer Needle 16 Gauge, blunt Qosina 1
Dual Check Valve Malue Luer Lock Qosina 1
Stepper Motor Nema 16 Sparkfun 1
Motor Coupler 5mm to 8mm Signstek 1
Threaded Rod M8 Amico 1
Smooth Rod M8 VXB 1
Linear Bearings LM8UU Uxcell 2
Nut 8mm Do It Best 1
Aluminum Foil Reynolds Reynolds Wrap 1
Kapton Tape 1 in 3M 1
Nichrome Wire 28 Gauge Digi-key 1
Magnetic Reed Switch Glass Digi-key 1
Neodymium Magnet 1/4 in Digi-key 1
Acrylic Sheet 6mm Lowes 1
Zip ties 4in Do It Best 6
Tubing 1/4 in vinyl Amazon 3 ft
Tubing 1/8 in vinyl Amazon 1 ft
Molex Connectors Various Digi-key N/A
Wire Various Digi-key N/A
Crimps Various Digi-key N/A
Component Supplier 
Soy Lecithin TCI America 
Sodium Benzoate Fisher Scientific 
Potassium Sorbate Fisher Scientific 
Palm Stearin AAK New Jersey 
Soy Oil Fisher Scientific 
Gelatin Knox 
Cellulose Fiber Solka-Floc 
Iota Carrageenan Modernist Pantry 
Calcium Chloride Fisher Scientific 
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 Table A.3: Double-Material Printer Components 
 
 
Table A.4: Software Used 
 
Component Model Supplier Quantity
Solidoodle 3 Printer Solidoodle 3 Solidoodle 1
Gastight Syringe 5cc Hamilton 2
Luer Needle 16 Gauge, blunt Qosina 1
Dual Check Valve Malue Luer Lock Qosina 4
Stepper Motor Nema 16 Sparkfun 2
Motor Coupler 5mm to 8mm Signstek 2
Threaded Rod M8 Amico 1
Smooth Rod M8 VXB 1
Linear Bearings LM8UU Uxcell 4
Nut 8mm Do It Best 2
Y Connector Male Luer; Female Ports Qosina 1
Static Mixer Dispense Tip .1 mL NordsonEFD 1
Extrudrboard Printrboard Printrbot 1
ATX Power Supply 12V Newegg 1
Aluminum Foil Reynolds Reynolds Wrap 1
Kapton Tape 1 in 3M 1
Nichrome Wire 28 Gauge Digi-key 1
Acrylic Sheet 6mm Lowes 1
Zip ties 4in Do It Best 6
Tubing 1/4 in vinyl Amazon 3 ft
Tubing 1/8 in vinyl Amazon 1 ft
Molex Connectors Various Digi-key N/A
Wire Various Digi-key N/A
Crimps Various Digi-key N/A
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